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WHAT SHOULD CHRISTIANS BELIEVE?

Monday
3.6.2017
@6:30 P.M.
Genesis & Evolution:
A Scientific Perspective

Tuesday
3.7.2017
@6:30 P.M.
Genesis & Evolution:
A Theological Perspective
For Christians, God gives us two books from which to draw knowledge and inspiration: the Bible and nature. We better understand the Bible through faith, and we better understand nature through science. There are those who say the two - faith and science - are incompatible, and they point to the Book of Genesis as an example of that incompatibility. They contend that you can either believe in the creation accounts of Genesis for the beginning and development of life on Earth, or you can believe in science - it cannot be both. The purpose of this event is to demonstrate the unreasonableness of that proposition. There are three possible positions a Christian can take in regard to the presence and development of life on Earth. They are: 1) Young Earth Creationism; 2) Old Earth Creationism; and 3) Theistic Evolution. This event will look at the three different beliefs Christians could hold in regard to Genesis (creation) and evolution. On the first night, we will look at all three positions - Young Earth Creationism, Old Earth Creationism, and Theistic Evolution - from a scientific perspective. On the second night, we will look at all three positions from a biblical perspective. The goal of this approach is to demonstrate that the Bible and science - faith and reason - do not contradict and that, in fact, true science cannot conflict with true religion, and vice versa.